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The years between 1964 and 1975 were divisive ones for the United States, and American Catholics were likewise divided over the two wars that marked the period: the Cold War and the Vietnam War. Two leading Catholic periodicals, America and Commonweal, reflected the debate that raged among American Catholics in these years.

From 1964 to 1975, the Cold and Vietnam Wars affected U.S. Catholics deeply. Americans lived under the constant tension of a possible nuclear conflict because of the Cold War between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and the United States of America. This standoff also led the United States to instigate a war in the Southeast Asian nation of Vietnam to stop the Vietnamese Communists. This combat resulted from the United States's continued reliance on containment, or the domino theory. The Vietnam conflict thus aggravated U.S. society's Cold War fears. Simultaneously, however, Americans began to debate Cold War policies for the first time. Some believed that the United States had to protect the world from Communist domination by stopping its expansion into Vietnam, while others labeled the Vietnam War an imperialistic attack on innocent peoples because U.S. involvement infringed upon their right to self-determination. A study of how America and Commonweal perceived and debated these foreign policy concerns offers historians the chance to begin understanding how a few Catholic leaders handled these issues.

These Catholic periodicals' responses prove especially intriguing due to Catholicism's historic opposition to Communist atheism. As studies of Vatican diplomacy illustrate, the Catholic Church consistently denounced communism and allied with the Christian West against Soviet and Chinese policies. But the Holy See often tempered this antagonism in order to protect churches and adherents that remained inside Communist borders. America and Commonweal paralleled this thinking because they consistently backed the Cold
War against the USSR and the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Nonetheless, they further demonstrate the societal split over the issue of U.S. actions in Vietnam. As Roy Palmer Domenico demonstrates, papal diplomacy regarding the Vietnam War did little to settle this dispute. Prior to the mid-1960s the Vatican had allied with the United States against world communism; however, following the Second Vatican Council and the election of Pope Paul VI, the Holy See attempted to become a neutral force that sought peace. It still denounced communism, however, and feared alienating allies if it became entirely nonpartisan. American Catholics therefore received mixed signals from the papacy regarding Vietnam and debated without the benefit of a firm Vatican pronouncement. An examination of the two prominent Catholic periodicals mentioned above, the lay written/liberal Commonweal and the conservative/Jesuit America, provides one way to explore Catholic reactions to both the Cold and Vietnam Wars. Commonweal and America provide a starting point for scholars interested in understanding how Catholic Americans continued to fight the Cold War against the USSR and PRC, but disagreed about U.S. involvement in Vietnam.

Commonweal and America demonstrate how two Catholic periodicals grappled with Cold War anxieties and divisions over the Southeast Asian war. America epitomized conservative thought on these two wars while Commonweal represented a liberal theological and political viewpoint. America had a circulation of 103,222, while Commonweal’s was only 43,000. The discrepancy in numbers occurred because many Jesuits automatically subscribed to America. Also, because more liberal than conservative periodicals existed, Commonweal had more competition from journals with similar viewpoints. Both journals, however, fared better than the majority of religious publications which averaged circulations of well under 25,000 and each had an above average subscription rate among Catholic periodicals. In short, these journals represent well typical Catholic points of view during this era.

Both periodicals agreed on prosecuting the Cold War against Red China and the Soviet Union, which squared with Vatican pronouncements. Throughout the Cold War, the Holy See denounced Soviet and Chinese Communist persecution of religion. The periodicals did the same. For example, each journal cautioned against total trust of the Chinese Communists, although America took a harsher stance. Both publications also vilified the Soviet Union. This harmony, however, disappeared when each periodical discussed the Vietnam conflict. America endorsed the policies of the various U.S. presidential administrations while Commonweal protested the war. These journals demonstrate the differences between prowar and antiwar Catholics who nonetheless agreed on the Cold War against the USSR and PRC. Both Catholic journals illustrate how their editors and readers despised the Communist governments in China and the Soviet Union, but concurrently debated whether or not the United States needed to continue fighting in Southeast Asia.
Regarding the Cold War against the People's Republic of China, the editorial staffs at each periodical derided communism and warned Catholics that it endangered Christianity. They agreed with the Holy See that Red China threatened the future growth of the Catholic church. They tempered this stance, however, because America and Commonweal wanted the U.S. government to foster a better relationship with Mao Tse-tung's administration by recognizing the PRC and formalizing diplomatic relations. In the 1960s, the United States had not yet recognized Mao's government, which led the United Nations to exclude his regime. Instead, the Nationalist Chinese forces in Taiwan held China's UN seat. But Catholic editors wanted the United States to allow Communist China into the United Nations because they hoped that it might further protect the Catholic church in China. Nonetheless, each journal qualified this support when they recognized China's oppression of its citizenry and harassment of its Christian population. Subsequent scholarship reveals that the Catholic periodicals rightly condemned the PRC for these acts. Red China did try to eliminate Christianity from its borders and regularly persecuted Chinese people who disagreed with Communist principles.

The Catholic periodicals' advocacy for Red China's entry into the United Nations stemmed from a variety of reasons. American Catholics hoped that inclusion in the global community might moderate Communist China's international politics against democracy and religion. Commonweal hailed President Richard M. Nixon's pathbreaking 1972 summit to China as "a bold move." The journal felt comfortable with such cooperation because they trusted U.S. leaders not to allow undemocratic Chinese ideas to infiltrate U.S. ideology, while simultaneously assuming that they would gain an inside look at how China treated Catholics. This demonstrates that their willingness to deal with Red China did not erase their suspicion of communism. Concerns regarding the Cold War against the Soviet Union also fueled this Catholic advocacy for China's UN admittance. Due to a shared border dispute that diminished Sino-Soviet cooperation, each journal felt that an easing of U.S.-Sino relations would turn China farther and farther away from Soviet influence and thereby weaken world communism. America declared that the Sino-American relationship "has undoubtedly given the Soviet Union a particularly severe case of the jitters." Despite this backing of the PRC, each Catholic periodical still wanted to protect the Nationalist Chinese and their UN seat. They advocated a "two-Chinas" policy in order to allow each government UN participation. Thus, America and Commonweal endorsed recognition of Red China, but primarily because they thought it helped undermine the world Communist fortress. In other words, their opinions squared with a pro-Cold War attitude that sought to defeat communism even though they seemingly sided with Mao's government.

In a more condemnatory but still hopeful style, America and Commonweal contemplated Chinese influence in Vietnam. They feared that a
Communist China bent on “expansionism and . . . romantic self-delusion” led the PRC to see Vietnam as an opportunity to gain world influence. Yet the periodicals trusted that easing U.S.-Sino relations might decrease the chances of Chinese intervention in the war. America wanted China and the United States to collaborate on a Vietnam War settlement. These theories demonstrate the periodicals’ misunderstandings about the Vietnam War. Each editorial staff speculated that the Communist giants controlled the North Vietnamese and thought that China could end the war. Historians now know that, although China and the Soviet Union funded North Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh largely acted on his own initiative. Nonetheless, and once again, the journals’ logic for recognizing Communist China had little to do with a lessening of anti-Communist sentiments and more to do with political realities, in this case a hope for an end to the Southeast Asian conflict.

Despite their qualified support for recognition of Communist China, America and Commonweal editors cautioned that the Chinese Communists threatened world democracies and Christianity because of communism’s devious nature. For example, editors maintained that the Chinese had “a blueprint for world revolution [that] must be taken seriously.” China’s detonation of an atomic bomb in 1964 and the subsequent development of its nuclear capabilities especially concerned America. Commonweal worried about the fact that China exploded a Hydrogen bomb in 1967. China also launched a satellite into space and thereby worried these Catholic thinkers with their technological advancements. China’s progress led the journals to remind readers to “keep the proverbial grain of salt within reach as we read more of the new China.” The periodicals also warned that the Chinese Communists oppressed their own people when they reported that Mao wanted to rid China of all non-Communist forces. He thus advocated the Cultural Revolution in which students ravaged the countryside destroying anything to do with Chinese traditions or religion. America editors reminded readers that China indiscriminately imprisoned visiting foreigners without “even the pretense of a trial.” They claimed that China captured these prisoners and falsely accused them of spying. America’s readership concurred with this assessment and maintained that China had killed millions of dissidents in the last forty years. America also blasted the Chinese government for hiding information from its citizens. For example, the journal purported that Red China did not tell most Chinese citizens about the death of Chiang Kai-shek in 1975, despite some people’s continued reverence for the exiled leader. Commonweal and America both warned that the PRC advocated oppressive tactics to control citizens and stopped at nothing to make them submit to governmental policies; this Cold War fear of Red China persisted throughout the Vietnam War era, even while the same editors backed the United States’s plan to ease U.S.-Sino relations.

The Catholic journals also worried about Christians in China because they faced constant governmental harassment. Commonweal lamented that the
Communists virtually stopped the Catholic church's missionary efforts inside China's borders. *America* also bewailed the small number of Chinese Catholics. It stated that "at the Communist takeover in 1949, there were 3.5 million Catholics in a hundred dioceses. What is left has since been driven into an underground." In addition, *America* stated that Red China's worst oppression occurred toward aging and imprisoned Catholics because the government wanted to stop all religious practices and so threatened to persecute older Catholics before they taught the younger generation about Catholicism. It stated that "the aging of the clergy, the closing of seminaries, the drying-up of vocations, the disappearance of priests, the imprisonment of Catholics, the fear of many Catholics even to baptize their children, let alone give them a religious education—all this has had a devastating effect on a once flourishing Church." Thus, both journals grieved the disconnection they felt with brethren in a universal Catholic church and blamed this separation on Red China's "enslaving powers."9

If *Commonweal* and *America* distrusted the Chinese Communists, then they absolutely despised the Soviet Union. Again, both journals' foreign policy opinions paralleled one another. Each castigated the Communist superpower because they feared that the Soviets wanted to control the world. For example, Catholic editors solely blamed the Soviet Union for the Sino-Soviet standoff. Although both editorial staffs appreciated that detente lessened the possibility of a nuclear war, they portrayed Soviet communism as a poor system of government that employed devious methods to gain diplomatic victories, oppressed its citizens, and persecuted Christians within its borders. These comments mirrored exactly those that they made against the PRC. Furthermore, they blamed the Soviet Union for enabling the North Vietnamese to continue fighting in Southeast Asia. *Commonweal* and *America* depicted the Soviet Union as an evil empire bent on despotic control.10

*America* and *Commonweal* relished the fact that Sino-Soviet relations had faltered over the countries' shared border. The situation hardened the periodicals' hatred of the Soviet Union because they blamed Moscow for the border problem. In short, the periodicals accused the Soviets of wanting to control Chinese policy and ultimately bring about a "containment of China." By asserting that the USSR rebuked China's call for a border settlement because it did not withdraw Soviet troops from the frontier region, *America* suggested that China agreed with the United States's distrust of the Soviets.11

The journals did relax their Cold War antagonism when they discussed detente, but their slackened hostility did not indicate a decrease in malevolence toward the USSR. During the early 1970s, the Soviet Union and the United States eased their standoff long enough to agree on a series of de-escalation agreements, or the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaties (SALT). Both periodicals applauded these efforts to reduce the risk of a nuclear war. *Commonweal* stated that "no gain, however minor, in control over nuclear warfare is to be belittled."
*America* concurred that “any agreement between adversaries is better than none.” *Commonweal* editors further suggested that U.S. leaders must instigate more arms control accords in order to soften hostilities. Despite the desire for peace through these settlements, however, *America* also theorized that detente had further ruptured the tenuous alliance between the USSR and the PRC; it hoped that “it will make the Chinese still more suspicious of the Kremlin’s Marxist orthodoxy.” Thus, the possibility of U.S.-Soviet cooperation became an opportunity to reduce Cold War tensions but did not totally alleviate Cold War antagonisms. Even after lauding detente, *Commonweal* and *America* insisted that “nagging questions persist.” *Commonweal* questioned why the Soviet Union still believed in a Communist world revolution that “gives little evidence of occurring.” *America* took special note of the Soviet need to purchase U.S. grain in the early 1970s. The editors mocked the fact that the United States had a record level of wheat production at the same time that Soviet agriculture struggled to feed its own people. *America* also speculated that the Soviets had to use U.S. food subsidies because the USSR “overspends on arms production.” The journal thus accused the Soviets of underhanded international diplomacy. Both editorial staffs further wondered if the Soviets wanted to ease their U.S. diplomatic relations in order to “shield from outside eyes” the government’s tyranny over Soviet citizens. *Commonweal* and *America* portrayed a devious Soviet Union that the United States had to monitor.

As they had with the People’s Republic of China, both journals consistently highlighted how the Soviet Union oppressed its citizens. *Commonweal* blasted the USSR for imprisoning any citizen who published anti-Soviet literature. They also reminded readers of Joseph Stalin’s tactics, including tapping phones, opening mail and threatening family members. To this end, the editors stated that the Communist party “can still wield just about as much muscle as it chooses” and therefore continued to harass dissident people. *Commonweal* also asserted that the 1968 Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia proved that “Russia’s is a brutal and untrustworthy government.” *America* alleged that Russian high school students “are absorbing an adequate number of facts, but they have not been taught to think for themselves.” Furthermore, the editors castigated the Soviet Union because, “in terms of prison population . . . , the Soviet Union still stands at the head of the international list.”

*Commonweal* and *America* especially worried about Christians trapped inside Soviet borders. *America* editors traveled through the Soviet Union in the mid-1960s and disliked anti-religious propaganda and the official policy of atheism. Another trip to the Soviet Union in 1969 brought more consternation. The periodical mourned the fact that Soviet officials followed its editors and took them to staged church events where they found mostly “elderly women.” *America* therefore assumed that the Soviets prohibited the younger generation from participating in Christian rituals. For example, a student admitted that his grandmother had him baptized as a baby but that “this was his last contact with
the Church.” Furthermore, the editors called the Soviet restriction on printing religious material, including Bibles, a threat to global Catholicism. This fact notwithstanding, *Commonweal* wanted to believe that the Soviets planned to ease harsh anti-Christian messages because the nation fretted about its world image. But editors acknowledged that “this doesn’t necessarily signal a reversal of past policies.” Both periodicals understood that the Soviet Union wanted to eradicate religion from its borders and so enjoined their readers to ask God to protect the Christian Soviets from becoming martyrs to a “Cold War villain” that disdained religious freedom.15

The journals further exuded Cold War tensions when they attributed the Vietnam War to Soviet influences. *Commonweal* and *America* knew that the North Vietnamese government depended on Soviet military aid. *Commonweal* stated in 1967 that “the dependence of Hanoi on the Soviet Union is likely to grow greater the longer the war in Vietnam continues.” *America* asserted that the Vietcong only survived because of Soviet funding. At other times, however, the journals speculated that the Soviets planned to eventually shy away from direct Vietnam involvement. Without evidence, they theorized that the Soviets wanted Vietnam to fall in order to blame the collapse on inadequate Chinese leadership. In truth, Moscow and Beijing funded North Vietnam but never intended for the conflict to escalate into a world war. This fact, however, did not keep American Catholics from seeing Soviet and Chinese aid to Vietnam as proof of a world-wide conspiracy.16

*Commonweal*’s and *America*’s negative reactions to China and the Soviet Union, the two most powerful Communist nations during the 1960s and 1970s, illustrate how these Catholic editors continued to dread the presence of Communist governments and believe that Communist atheism desired to take over the world. They also reflect the intrinsic anxiety most Catholics had of the Communist giants. Thus, a study of *America* and *Commonweal* demonstrates how leaders in the Catholic community added to the Cold War apprehensions that led the United States to antagonize the Soviet Union and Red China.

This Cold War harmony between the liberal *Commonweal* and the conservative *America* disappeared when the periodicals debated the presence of U.S. forces in Southeast Asia. The periodicals took opposite views of the Vietnam War: *America* defended U.S. actions while *Commonweal* criticized U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia. *America* maintained a traditional Cold War posture by not accepting any form of communism. But *Commonweal* tempered its Cold War rhetoric with a hatred of the Vietnam War. They saw it as an imperialistic infringement upon the right to self-determination. Nonetheless, both periodicals felt that their position on the Vietnam War did not contradict their Cold War policies. *America* thought that the war represented Soviet and Chinese expansionism, while *Commonweal* saw it as a civil war only moderately related to the larger Cold War.
From August 1964 until Communist forces conquered Saigon in 1975, *America* editors supported official presidential policy regarding the Vietnam War. They saw it as a necessary evil in the global struggle against communism. Regarding Lyndon B. Johnson, the periodical stated that “Mr. Johnson never talks about ‘victory’ in Vietnam, because victory in the traditional sense is not his goal. His policy is to convince the Communists that they can’t pick up real estate cheaply or change the map by violence.” *America* depicted Johnson as a tormented president who defended the world from communism and followed this course even at the expense of public opinion. One editor declared that Johnson’s protection of South Vietnam demonstrated how he “tried to help mankind.” This support for Johnson never wavered. Even after he dropped out of the presidential race in March 1968, the editors claimed that Americans misunderstood him. They insisted that he desperately wanted peace in Southeast Asia, but not at the expense of U.S. security.¹⁷

*Commonweal* editorial opinions about Johnson differed sharply. The editors originally supported the president’s 1964 bombing of Hanoi because they saw it as a limited action that might force the North Vietnamese to cease military activities. But this backing only lasted a few months before the editors questioned the escalation of U.S. involvement in Vietnam. *Commonweal* criticized “the old mythology” that the United States fought “in Vietnam to protect the freedom of a people who want us there.” Rather, the editors understood that the Vietnamese largely favored the Communist government because of a nationalistic desire to eliminate foreign control. They further chided Johnson when he called the conflict a “limited war” because it daily killed numerous people, and ultimately applauded Johnson’s decision not to run for a second term. After he left office, while many Americans eulogized his career, *Commonweal* asserted that the periodical “did not celebrate Johnson’s presidency; it would be hypocrisy to say nothing but good now.”¹⁸

The periodicals similarly disagreed about Richard M. Nixon. *America* defended Nixon’s decision to stay in Vietnam despite his 1968 campaign promise to end the war. The editors stated that “Mr. Nixon . . . is trying to get out of Vietnam, but Hanoi will not let him.” They claimed that Nixon presented peace plans to North Vietnam but that the Communists refused to listen because they hoped to weaken the president’s domestic support through a protracted delay in the peace process. Indeed, subsequent scholarship demonstrates that the Communists did think that U.S. domestic unrest aided their cause; they refused to negotiate, hoping instead to bargain ultimately from a position of strength. Despite their support for the war, by 1972 the editors wanted it to end because they feared a U.S. defeat. But this stance still maintained their support for Nixon’s Vietnam policy because *America* agreed with the president’s call for “Vietnamization,” or the preparation of South Vietnam to fortify itself. *America* supported Nixon’s withdrawal plan as a solution that got U.S. troops out of Vietnam but allowed South Vietnam to still resist communism.¹⁹
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Once again, *Commonweal* objected to *America*’s presidential praise and instead reprimanded Nixon. The editors delineated how he lied to the American people when he continued a war he had promised to end. They professed that “since announcing a secret plan to end the war last fall, Nixon has been embarrassingly inscrutable on Vietnam.” They called for Americans to repudiate him because “his methods destroy what little morality or honor we still possess. He is not a symbol we wish to present as we face our fellow human beings.” Furthermore, after Nixon announced the withdrawal of U.S. troops, the editors criticized his Vietnamization plan and insisted that such a policy was doomed to failure. *Commonweal* derided the president for promising a negotiated peace, waiting for years to implement this settlement, and then continuing to claim that Vietnam needed protection from communism. The periodical supported Nixon’s Cold War efforts against the Soviet Union and China, but simultaneously denounced his Vietnam policy because they viewed each as two different issues: the first was a Communist empire that threatened Christianity and the latter was a civil war.

In accordance with the periodicals’ presidential opinions, *America* supported the war throughout the conflict and *Commonweal* demanded a negotiated settlement. *America* gave three primary reasons for its position: it believed that the United States had to stop the expansion of communism, had to defend the South Vietnamese, and faulted the Communists for the war. *America* portrayed the United States’s war efforts as a duty to the free world. In addition, it declared that the United States bolstered its own security when it prohibited the Communist quest for more territory.

*America* focused its prowar argument on alleged Communist expansionism. One editor claimed that “the great issue in the world today is freedom [upheld by the United States] vs. tyranny [propagated by the Soviet Union and China].” The editors claimed that the United States could not “afford, in the interests of world peace and its own security, to allow aggression and conspiracy to prosper.” A reader wrote that “if we weaken in Vietnam and the Communists take South Vietnam, I believe they will not stop there but will go on to take over other Asian countries.” The journal insisted that the Communists used Vietnam to test U.S. resolve against Communist encroachment. A majority of the letters to the editor regarding Vietnam echoed this fear and applauded the journal’s prowar stance. Nonetheless, although historians know that the USSR and the PRC funded North Vietnam’s military establishment, they also realize that Ho Chi Minh and the North Vietnamese Communists acted of their own accord and did not simply kowtow to the will of the Communist giants. The conservative periodical also insisted that the United States had to protect the innocent South Vietnamese from the terrorism of Communist guerrillas. In short, “any abandonment of South Vietnam to the tender mercies of the North Vietnamese regime would be an act of the gravest moral turpitude.” One letter to the editor called it the
United States's "duty" to help the South Vietnamese. *America* buttressed this point with papal statements. The editors claimed that Pope Paul VI sought peace in Vietnam, but only on the condition that it not "betray the independence and human dignity of the peoples involved." *America* never recognized that many South Vietnamese wanted to join the Communists and never addressed the corruption of the South Vietnamese government. And, even as it used papal statements to buttress its position, it ignored the fact that the Vatican tried to act as a neutral power in the war. Therefore, the journal's desire to defend South Vietnam sustained *America* 's Cold War ardor because it cast the United States as a great defender of Democracy. It declared that the United States used its superpower status to shield smaller countries from the overwhelming might of communism.  

*America* also placed sole blame upon the Communists for the lack of a peace settlement. The editors contended that Hanoi shunned all peace proposals and therefore necessitated Johnson's slow combat escalation. They professed that negotiating "an end to war with the Communists is an extremely complex business" because North Vietnam refused to give concessions to the United States. They also theorized that U.S. officials had to use force to persuade the North Vietnamese to negotiate. In reality, both sides must share the blame for delaying the peace process because each wanted to end the war only in terms that favored its position. Nonetheless, *America* sustained its Cold War posture. It supported the Vietnam War as an effort to stop Soviet and Chinese Communist expansionism, as a defense of the South Vietnamese, and because the Communists refused to negotiate a peaceful settlement without dominating the process.  

In contrast, *Commonweal* clamored for an end to the war. The editors and readers questioned the domino theory's validity and asserted that if the Vietnamese chose communism it posed no threat to U.S. security. They therefore exposed a hypocrisy in U.S. ideology. The United States imposed its will on a foreign country and yet claimed to preserve Vietnam's right of self-determination. Finally, the editors reasoned that the war was immoral. *Commonweal* criticized U.S. preoccupation with a small Asian nation and divorced the Vietnam War from the larger Cold War that the periodical supported.  

*Commonweal* blasted the domino theory as an outdated philosophy and stated that the United States should fight the Cold War without this archaic doctrine. The editors maintained that control of Vietnam did not assist U.S. Cold War efforts because of its autonomy from the Soviet Union and China. They further declared that "we must bring the longest war in American history to an end by leaving the matter to the Vietnamese." Furthermore, when it aligned with President Thieu of South Vietnam, the United States associated with a dictator who governed despotically. The editors asserted that "our national interests are not identical with those of South Vietnam, or at least the Thieu government."
Commonweal advised Americans to understand that, despite communism’s serious flaws, the Vietnamese by and large wanted this system. It attested that many Vietnamese favored communism over the tyranny embodied in their current government. The editors even quoted South Vietnamese Vice President Ky in 1968, when he proclaimed that “Americans claim to be here in name of their principles of democracy and freedom. I do not believe them; at the best, I believe them 50 percent.” Commonweal also took aim at its Catholic counterpart. It reproached America’s theory that the United States defended the freedom of South Vietnam, especially when America associate editor Father John McLaughlin found “B-52 bombing runs on the suburbs of Saigon . . . ‘oddly comforting’” because they fortified the city against attack. Commonweal wondered how any Catholic came to find wanton destruction and violence on behalf of a dictatorial regime “comforting.” Importantly, such a stance did not indicate that the journal advocated Communist governments; rather, it remained steadfastly patriotic and dedicated to fighting the Cold War. But in regard to Vietnam, the editors declared the United States must allow the Vietnamese to choose their own system of government, no matter how flawed. They asserted that the Vietnamese might cooperate with the United States if allowed to control their own nation as opposed to being forced to accept a government they disliked. One writer asserted that throughout the United States’s Vietnamese intervention “free elections were rejected by our faction” because U.S. backed dictators could not win. In short, U.S. ideology needed to support self-determination without imperialistic interference.

Finally, Commonweal asserted that the Vietnam War’s immorality undermined U.S. global authority. The journal therefore declared that the Vietnam War endangered the United States’s superpower status in the Cold War against the Soviet Union and China. Commonweal designated U.S. involvement as “a crime and a sin.” In fact, the editors stated that the United States had inverted historic truths with its actions in Vietnam against innocent peoples and, therefore, “peace has become war, honor shame, freedom force.” They even maintained that unprincipled values governed the United States’s military deeds. In 1972, they scolded the president and Americans who celebrated Christmas while the United States bombed Asia with “ghastly anti-personnel bombs that kill and maim soldiers and civilians alike.” The periodical wanted a negotiated peace because containment was a farce, because the Vietnamese desired a Communist government, and because U.S. actions were immoral.

Importantly, a majority of the letters printed by both periodicals agreed with the respective journal’s editorial position. However, each published a few correspondences that disagreed with their stance. This fact further demonstrates the rift in American Catholicism created by the Vietnam War. These dissenting writers concurred with each periodical enough on other issues to subscribe to the publication but disputed either America’s prowar
posture or *Commonweal*'s pacifism. Letters to the editor reveal how the readers also debated involvement in Vietnam. Interestingly, printed reader responses never refuted either journals’ Cold War position.

A few *America* readers called the editors “barbaric” because they advocated the Vietnam War. One subscriber admonished them for thinking that they had become experts on foreign affairs. He stated that the United States had botched efforts in Vietnam and wondered, “are we to stand by, wring our hands, not tell them [U.S. policymakers] how dumb they are, and make no specific suggestions?” Finally, he called the editors “stuttering slobs.” Another reader asked, “how can you continue your blithe description of the wanton destruction and murder we are inflicting on the Vietnamese as ‘a reflection of America’s continued concern for humanity?’” Other readers more politely asked the editors to reconsider their policy and take a moral stance of objection. Even some Jesuit colleagues wrote to disassociate themselves from America’s hawkish attitude.

The same circumstances existed for *Commonweal*. Most readers agreed with the editors’ antiwar bent, but enough wrote letters to the editor in support of the war to exemplify how Catholics debated Vietnam. One reader asserted that he, too, disliked senseless killing, but defended the Vietnam War because the United States’s “announced policy is to assist the South Vietnamese in establishing a viable, independent state,” while the Communists subverted this admirable goal. Other letters defended the popular Cardinal Francis J. Spellman, a war supporter and traditional anti-Communist crusader, from *Commonweal* attacks. The editors contended that Spellman took advantage of his clerical position to whip up hysteria in favor of an imperialistic war. In contrast, one reader wrote that Spellman’s view was “the universal voice of concern by free men for their suffering brothers” in Vietnam. A priest more blatantly asserted that the editors who wrote the *Commonweal* commentaries “certainly seemed to have a Communist brainwashing.” He continued that “when the Pope was critical of the United States [and its activities in Vietnam] I felt he deserved a good belt in the nose.” These letters illustrate that *Commonweal* readers, while mostly in concurrence with the editorial policy, debated one another about the Vietnam War.27

Clearly, *America* and *Commonweal* diametrically opposed one another regarding the conflict in Southeast Asia. The conservative periodical supported the chief executives and justified the war as a necessary evil, while the liberal publication derided the presidents and reasoned that the United States undermined its ideals in Vietnam. But neither journal thought that their Vietnam position contradicted their hostility toward the Soviet Union and Red China. *America* agreed with presidential policy and defended the domino theory because it linked all Communist governments together. But *Commonweal* stated that U.S. involvement in Vietnam wrongly applied Cold War fears to a civil war. The editors asserted that no justifiable reason existed to explain U.S. actions against Vietnamese self-determination.
The liberal *Commonweal* and the Jesuit *America* demonstrate how these Catholic periodicals in the 1960s and 1970s coupled Cold War hostilities toward the Soviet Union and Red China with their debate over U.S. involvement in Vietnam. *America* and its readers sustained Cold War fears when they discussed the war because they believed that all Communists, including those in Vietnam, worked together to take over the world. But *Commonweal* saw the Vietnam War as a civil war in which the Vietnamese merely fought to choose their own government. However, this policy allowed them to continue their Cold War rhetoric that the Soviet Union and People's Republic of China still threatened Christians and democracy. They further demonstrate that the Vatican's mixed-signals regarding Cold War politics and the Vietnam War fostered a Catholic culture of debate during this era. These periodicals reveal how Catholic Americans debated the Vietnam War but agreed about the need for a standoff against the Communist giants. They thereby sustained Catholic Americans' Cold War hostilities in the midst of a debate about containment.
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